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1. Introduction
Let Q be a ﬁnite quiver with the set Q 0 of vertices and Q 1 of arrows; for an arrow ϕ ∈ Q 1 denote
by tϕ and hϕ its tail and its head, respectively. Let k be an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic 0.
For a dimension vector α ∈ ZQ 0+ consider a tuple (kαi , i ∈ Q 0) of standard vector spaces over k of
the corresponding dimensions and the set R(Q ,α) =⊕ϕ∈Q 1 Hom(kαtϕ ,kαhϕ ) of the representations
of Q of dimension α. The group GL(α) =∏i∈Q 0 GL(αi) acts naturally on R(Q ,α) and the orbits of
this action are the isomorphism classes of representations.
Recall that β ∈ ZQ 0+ is called a root if R(Q , β) contains an indecomposable representation and
a Schur root if generic element in R(Q , β) is indecomposable, and in this case the automorphism
group of generic representation is by [4] the kernel k∗ of the action GL(α) : R(Q ,α) consist-
ing of scalar operators. By the Krull–Schmidt theorem for any representation V ∈ R(Q ,α) there
is a decomposition V = R1 ⊕ R2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rt into a sum of indecomposable summands and it is
unique up to permutations and isomorphisms of summands. In particular, V yields a decomposition
α = dim R1 + · · · + dim Rt into the sum of roots. This decomposition is an important invariant of V
and in some cases it allows to recover the group Aut(V ) or even the isomorphism class of V . It is
shown in [4] that among all the decompositions of α into the sum of roots there is a generic element
such that there is an open dense subset in R(Q ,α) consisting of representations with such a decom-
position; Kac called this canonical decomposition. We however follow another tradition and prefer the
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moreover a decomposition α = β1 + · · · + βt is generic if and only if for generic Bi ∈ R(Q , βi) holds:
Aut(Bi) = k∗ and Ext(Bi, B j) = 0 for i, j = 1, . . . , t , i = j. Kac addressed in [4] the problem of ﬁnding
a combinatorial algorithm for the generic decomposition. In [2] Derksen and Weyman proposed an
elegant and fast algorithm for this.
Denote by SL(α) the commutator subgroup of GL(α), SL(α) =∏i∈Q 0 SL(αi) ⊆ GL(α). A natural task
of the Invariant Theory in the quiver setup is to study the GL(α)-semi-invariant functions on R(Q ,α),
which are also SL(α)-invariant. To be precise, the character group of GL(α) is isomorphic to ZQ 0 such
that χ ∈ ZQ 0 gives rise to the character χ =∏a∈Q 0,αa>0 det
χa
a and we have
k
[
R(Q ,α)
]SL(α) =
⊕
χ∈ZQ0
k
[
R(Q ,α)
](GL(α))
χ
, (1)
where k[R(Q ,α)](GL(α))χ = { f ∈ k[R(Q ,α)] | g f = χ(g) f , ∀g ∈ GL(α)} is the module of the semi-
invariants of the given weight χ . Note also that k[R(Q ,α)](GL(α))χ = {0} implies χ(α) .=
∑
a∈Q 0 χaαa =
0. Denote by πSL(α) : R(Q ,α) → R(Q ,α)//SL(α) = Speck[R(Q ,α)]SL(α) the categorical quotient.
Recall that Ringel introduced in [8] the Euler bilinear form
〈α,β〉 =
∑
a∈Q 0
αaβa −
∑
ϕ∈Q 1
αtϕβhϕ, (2)
such that the Tits form can be written as qQ (α) = 〈α,α〉, and proved the formula:
dimExt(U , V ) = dimHom(U , V ) − 〈dimU ,dim V 〉. (3)
Schoﬁeld introduced in [9] a correspondence between representations and semi-invariants. Namely,
for any representation W there is a determinantal semi-invariant cW such that cW (V ) = 0 if and only
if 〈dim V ,dimW 〉 = 0 and Hom(V ,W ) = 0, hence also Ext(V ,W ) = 0 by Ringel formula (3). More-
over, the weight of cW is equal −〈·,dimW 〉. Besides, the representations V such that cW (V ) = 0
constitute an Abelian subcategory closed under homomorphisms, extensions, direct sum and sum-
mands and this subcategory is denoted by ⊥W . Similarly, the subcategory W⊥ consists of those V
such that Hom(W , V ) = 0 and Ext(W , V ) = 0.
Let β be a prehomogeneous dimension vector, that is R(Q , β) contains a dense orbit GL(β)V . In
this case Schoﬁeld proved in [9] that the category V⊥ is isomorphic to the category of representations
of a quiver Σ without oriented cycles and moreover, if W1, . . . ,Wl are the simple objects of V⊥ ,
then the semi-invariants cW1 , . . . , cWl are algebraically independent generators of k[R(Q , β)]SL(β) . We
revisit Schoﬁeld’s proof and ﬁnd that, together with the Derksen–Weyman algorithm it yields an
algorithm for the dimensions of the simple objects in W⊥ (see Algorithm 3.6).
Assume from now on that Q has no oriented cycles. In [11] we introduced a class of representa-
tions helping to study the semi-invariants of quiver from the geometrical point of view:
Theorem 1.1. (See [11].) Let V = m1S1 + · · · + mt St ∈ R(Q ,α) be a decomposition into indecomposable
summands. The following properties of V are equivalent:
(i) the SL(α)-orbit of V is closed in R(Q ,α);
(ii) the GL(α)-orbit of V is closed in R(Q ,α) f , f ∈ k[R(Q ,α)](GL(α))χ ;
(iii) S1, . . . , St are simple objects in ⊥W for a representation W .
We called the representations satisfying the equivalent properties of the above theorem locally
semi-simple. By (iii) these representations have the property:
dimHom(Si, S j) = δi j. (4)
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sponding to V completely deﬁnes the embedding Aut(V ) ⊆ GL(α). Hence, such a decomposition (we
call them locally semi-simple) yields a conjugate class (H) of subgroups in GL(α) and a stratum
(R(Q ,α)//SL(α))(H) consisting of all ξ ∈ R(Q ,α)//SL(α) such that the automorphism group of the
locally semi-simple representations in π−1SL(α)(ξ) belong to (H). In [11] we proved that this is a strat-
iﬁcation of R(Q ,α)//SL(α) by locally closed smooth subsets, and moreover, this is a reﬁnement of
Luna’s stratiﬁcation of R(Q ,α)//SL(α) in the sense of [7]. So we call the set of the locally semi-
simple decompositions of α the GL(α)-stratiﬁcation of R(Q ,α)//SL(α). Of particular interest are the
open stratum and the corresponding decomposition that we call generic locally semi-simple.
In [3] Derksen and Weyman introduced the notion of quiver Schur sequence and related this notion
with the geometry of the cone generated by the weights of semi-invariants. We prove that the decom-
positions corresponding to the quiver Schur sequences are locally semi-simple (Theorem 2.6). Next,
we get in Theorem 3.9 a complete description of the Luna GL(β)-stratiﬁcation for prehomogeneous β
in terms of perpendicular categories, which is an invariant-theoretic counterpart of [3, Theorem 5.1]
for this case. Therefore, applying Algorithm 3.6 for perpendicular categories, we can compute all lo-
cally semi-simple decompositions of β and in particular, the generic one (Corollary 3.10). Finally, we
propose Algorithm 4.7 for the generic locally semi-simple decomposition for arbitrary dimension vec-
tor α.
Besides proving theorems and algorithms we implemented a computer program for doing all these
types of calculations, namely, allowing to calculate generic and generic locally semi-simple decompo-
sitions for arbitrary dimension vectors and perpendicular categories for a prehomogeneous vector.
This program is called TETIVA and is available at [12].
2. Schur sequences and locally semi-simple representations
In this section we relate locally semi-simple decompositions of dimension vector to various other
decompositions and start with the σ -stable ones.
Let α be a dimension vector and σ ∈ ZQ 0 be a weight such that σ(α) = 0. Recall that King in-
troduced in [5] the notion of (semi-)stability of representations of dimension α. Assume that generic
representation of dimension α is σ -semi-stable, or, equivalently, k[R(Q ,α)](GL(α))nσ = {0} for some
n ∈ Z+ . Then each σ -semi-stable V ∈ R(Q ,α) has a ﬁltration in the subcategory of σ -semi-stable
representations with the σ -stable factors, that is, Jordan–Hölder factors. So V yields a decomposition
of α into the linear combination of the dimensions of σ -stable representations, and for V generic we
get the so-called σ -stable decomposition of α:
α =m1α1 + · · · +msαs. (5)
Note that for Q being a tame quiver and σ the defect the σ -stable representations are the regular
ones and the σ -stable decomposition is Ringel’s canonical one, see [8]. By [11, Proposition 10, Theo-
rem 11], we get:
Proposition 2.1. The σ -stable decomposition is locally semi-simple.
Deﬁnition 2.2. For dimension vectors α, β denote by hom(α,β) and ext(α,β) the dimensions of
Hom(A, B) and Ext(A, B) for generic A ∈ R(Q ,α), B ∈ R(Q , β), respectively. Further, write α ⊥ β if
hom(α,β) = 0 = ext(α,β).
Deﬁnition 2.3. A sequence α1, . . . ,αs of dimension vectors is called (right) perpendicular if it consists
of Schur roots and for 1 i < j  s holds αi ⊥ α j .
Now we introduce an important notion from [3]:
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αi ◦ α j .= dimk
[
R(Q ,αi)
](GL(αi))
−〈·,α j〉 = 1, 1 i < j  s. (6)
This sequence is called quiver Schur if additionally 〈α j,αi〉 0 for i < j.
The notion of quiver Schur sequence can be interpreted in terms of local quiver. The idea of
the latter goes back to [6], where it was applied for semi-simple representations and we used
it in [11] for locally semi-simple ones, too. Moreover, the deﬁnition works for any representation
V = m1S1 + · · · + mt St satisfying condition (4) and we deﬁne ΣV to be the quiver with t vertices
corresponding to the summands S1, . . . , St and δi j − 〈dim Si,dim S j〉 arrows from i to j. Note that,
thanks to the condition (4) and the Ringel formula (3), δi j − 〈dim Si,dim S j〉 = dimExt(Si, S j) 0. On
the other hand, the deﬁnition of ΣV only depends on the sequence α = (dim S1, . . . ,dim St), not on
the multiplicities, and even not on the summands themselves, provided the homomorphism spaces
are trivial. So it is possible and even more correct to denote the quiver Σα . This local quiver plays
a crucial role in [6] and [11] because for locally semi-simple V the slice representation at V is (by
formula (9) in [11]):
(
Aut(V ),Ext(V , V )
)∼= (GL(γ ), R(Σα,γ )
)
, (7)
where γ = (m1, . . . ,mt) is a dimension vector for Σα . Therefore Luna’s étale slice theorem relates the
local equivariant structure of a neighborhood of V in R(Q ,α) with that of 0 in R(Σα,γ ).
Proposition 2.5. Let α = (α1, . . . ,αt) be a sequence of Schur roots.
1. If α is a quiver Schur sequence then hom(αi,α j) = 0 for any i = j and the quiver Σα has no oriented
cycles except loops.
2. If hom(αi,α j) = 0 for any i = j and Σα has no oriented cycles except loops, then after a reordering we
have αi ⊥ α j for i < j. If moreover αi is imaginary for at most one i, then after a reordering α becomes
a quiver Schur sequence.
Proof. 1. For i < j, αi ⊥ α j implies hom(αi,α j) = 0 and ext(αi,α j) = 0. The latter together
with [10, Theorem 4.1] implies that either hom(α j,αi) = 0 or ext(α j,αi) = 0. By Ringel formula,
hom(α j,αi) − ext(α j,αi) = 〈α j,αi〉  0, hence hom(α j,αi) = 0 as well. Since all non-loop arrows
of Σα go from j to i with j > i, this quiver does not contain non-loop oriented cycles.
2. Each oriented graph having no oriented cycles admits an order such that all arrows go from
bigger to smaller indices; forget the loops of Σα and ﬁx such an order. Since hom(αi,α j) = 0 for any
1 i = j  t and ext(αi,α j) = 0 for any i < j in our order, we have αi ⊥ α j . If moreover, at least one
from αi , α j is real then αi ◦ α j = 1 by [3, Lemma 4.2]. 
Therefore the quiver Schur sequences are very close to the sequences with trivial mutual ho-
momorphisms and without oriented cycles. Of course, not each locally semi-simple representation
meets the latter condition: for instance take a tame quiver as Q and the sum of the simple non-
homogeneous regular representations over an orbit of Coxeter functor; then this representation is
locally semi-simple by [11, Proposition 20] but the local quiver is an oriented cycle by [11, Proposi-
tion 21].
Theorem 2.6. For a quiver Schur sequence α = (α1, . . . ,αt) and a tuple (m1, . . . ,mt) the decomposition
β =m1α1 + · · · +mtαt is locally semi-simple.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 the fact that the decomposition is locally semi-simple does not depend on
the multiplicities so we may assume m1 = m2 = · · · = mt = 1. Then we apply Theorem 5.1 from [3].
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that the cone R+Σ(Q , β) has a face F = R+Σ(Q , β)∩ {σ ∈ RQ 0 | σ(α1) = · · · = σ(αt) = 0}. Moreover,
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decomposition of β . Now the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1. 
3. Prehomogeneous dimension vectors
Recall that a dimension vector β is called prehomogeneous if R(Q , β) contains a dense GL(β)-orbit.
By [4] this is equivalent to the generic decomposition of β containing only real Schur roots. For this
particular case we are able to calculate the Luna stratiﬁcation completely.
Proposition 3.1. If β is prehomogeneous and α is a sequence of Schur roots such that β =m1α1 + · · · +mtαt
then this decomposition is locally semi-simple if and only if α is a quiver Schur sequence up to order.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.5 we only need to prove that if the decomposition is locally
semi-simple then Σα does not contain oriented cycles (in particular, the absence of loops means that
all summands are real roots). Indeed, take a locally semi-simple representation W =m1S1+· · ·+mt St
corresponding to the decomposition. Then the orbit GL(β)W is closed in an open aﬃne neighbor-
hood R0 ⊆ R(Q , β), R0  W and by formula (7) the slice representation at W is isomorphic to
(GL(γ ), R(Σα,γ )). The étale slice theorem yields an étale morphism of R(Σα,γ )//GL(γ ) to R0//GL(β).
Since GL(β) has an open orbit in R(Q , β), it is contained in R0 and so R0//GL(β) is a point. Conse-
quently, R(Σα,γ )//GL(γ ) is a point, hence, Σα does not have oriented cycles. 
The way we compute the locally semi-simple decompositions of prehomogeneous dimension vec-
tors is based on Schoﬁeld’s theorem:
Theorem 3.2. (See [9, Theorem 2.5].) If β is prehomogeneous and W =m1S1 + · · · +mt St is the decompo-
sition into indecomposable summands of a representation from the dense orbit, then W⊥ is isomorphic to the
category of representations of a quiver with n − t vertices and without oriented cycles, where n = |Q 0|. The
same is true for ⊥W .
We want to generalize this theorem and to give an algorithm for calculation of the perpendicu-
lar category based on the original proof. The above theorem can be reformulated as follows: there
are n − t representations R1, . . . , Rn−t , which are all non-isomorphic simple objects in W⊥ . By Theo-
rem 1.1 R = R1 +· · ·+ Rn−t is locally semi-simple and the above theorem additionally asserts that the
local quiver Σ of R does not have oriented cycles. A particular case of the theorem is when β is a real
Schur root, and actually the proof in [9] deduces the general case from this particular one, where the
proof is based on the notion of projective and injective representations that we recall following [9].
For i, j ∈ Q 0 denote by [i, j] the k-vector space on the basis of oriented paths from i to j in Q .
For a ∈ Q 0 consider the representation Pa such that Pa(i) = [a, i], i ∈ Q 0, and for any arrow ϕ ∈ Q 1
the map Pa(ϕ) takes a path T from a to tϕ to the concatenation Tϕ , which is a path a to hϕ .
Dually, consider the representation Ia such that Ia(i) = [i,a]∗ , i ∈ Q 0, and Ia(ϕ) is the dual map to
the natural one from [hϕ,a] to [tϕ,a]. These representations have nice properties with respect to the
homomorphisms and extensions: for any representation V of Q hold
Hom(Pa, V ) ∼= V (a), Hom(V , Ia) ∼=
(
V (a)
)∗
, Ext(Pa, V ) = 0, Ext(V , Ia) = 0. (8)
Theorem 3.3. Let β be a real Schur root for a quiver Q with n vertices and without oriented cycles and let W
be a generic representation of dimension β . Then:
1. If β = dim Pa for some a ∈ Q 0 , then the simple objects of the category W⊥ are all the simple representa-
tions of Q but Sa. Otherwise, the dimensions of n − 1 projective objects of W⊥ are the indecomposable
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over Q 0 .
2. If β = dim Ia for some a ∈ Q 0 , then the simple objects of the category ⊥W are all the simple representa-
tions of Q but Sa. Otherwise, the dimensions of n − 1 injective objects of ⊥W are the indecomposable
summands of the generic decomposition for dimension vectors dim Ia − 〈dim Ia, β〉β , where a runs
over Q 0 .
Proof. We prove assertion 1, the proof for 2 being similar. First of all, for β = dim Pa the asser-
tion follows from formulae (8). In the opposite case, we apply the proof of Theorems 2.3 and 3.1
from [9]. From the proof of Theorem 2.3 we learn that all indecomposable projective objects in W⊥
can be obtained as the indecomposable summands of a generic extension of sW by Λ, where
Λ =∑a∈Q 0 Pa, s = dimExt(W ,Λ). For each individual P = Pa Theorem 3.1 considers a generic exact
sequence 0 → P → P∼ → sW → 0, where s = dimExt(W , P ) and states that P∼ is projective in W⊥ .
Then mutual extensions of the indecomposable summands of P∼ are trivial in W⊥ by (8), hence,
trivial in Mod(Q ), because W⊥ is closed under extensions. Therefore, P∼ is generic in its dimension
and the dimensions of the indecomposable summands of P∼ are the summands of the generic de-
composition of dim P∼ = dim P +dimExt(W , P )β = dim P −〈β,dim P 〉β , the latter equality following
from Hom(W , P ) = 0. 
The above theorem yields a fast algorithm as follows:
Algorithm 3.4. Right perpendicular category of a Schur root
input: a quiver Q with n vertices and without oriented cycles,
a real Schur root γ
output: n − 1 dimensions of the simple objects in W⊥ such that
GL(γ )W is dense in R(Q , γ ).
1. Calculate the dimensions ρ1, . . . , ρn of indecomposable projectives.
If γ = ρ j , then return ε1, . . . ε jˆ . . . , εn .
2. Loop on i = 1, . . . ,n
Calculate the generic decomposition of ρi − 〈γ ,ρi〉γ
Add each summand to an array provided it is not yet there
After step 2 we must have distinct summands β1, . . . , βn−1 in the array
3. Color the entries 1, . . . ,n − 1 white, the number of black entries b = 0
Loop while b < n − 1
Loop on j = 1, . . . ,n − 1
If jth entry is white and for each other white entry k, 〈βk, β j〉 = 0, then
remember this entry j, which is going to be black, break the loop
Set next simple dimension α j = β j
Loop on k = 1, . . . ,n − 1
If kth entry is black then α j = α j − 〈βk, β j〉αk
b = b + 1.
4. return α1, . . . ,αn−1.
Proof. After Theorem 3.3 only step 3 of the algorithm needs to be explained. In that step we do the
inverse to step 1, i.e., we recover the dimensions of the simple objects from those of indecompos-
able projectives. The idea of the step is that, though we do not know the quiver Σ of the simple
objects, we know that the Euler form on Σ is the same that inherited from Q . But by formulae (8)
ext(βi, β j) = 0, hence again by those formulae, 〈βi, β j〉 with respect to the Euler form of Σ is equal
to the number of paths from j to i in Σ . So the ﬁrst vertex becoming black is a sink of Σ , hence,
the corresponding projective is simple. Furthermore, each next vertex becoming black is the sink of Σ
with removed black vertices, hence the corresponding projective is the simple plus the sum over black
vertices of the already obtained simple dimensions multiplied by the number of paths to there. This
completes the proof. 
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Now we generalize Theorem 3.2 as follows:
Theorem 3.5. If W = m1S1 + · · · + mt St , where S1, . . . , St are Schur indecomposable summands and
(dim S1, . . . ,dim St) is a perpendicular sequence of real Schur roots, then there is a sequence α =
(α1, . . . ,αn−t), n = |Q 0| of real Schur roots such that the corresponding indecomposable representations
are all simple objects in W⊥ and Σα has no oriented cycles. The same is true for ⊥W .
Proof. We just present an algorithm for calculation of α based on Algorithm 3.4:
Algorithm 3.6.
input: a quiver Q with n vertices and without oriented cycles,
a perpendicular sequence (dim S1, . . . ,dim St) of real Schur roots
output: dimensions α1, . . . ,αn−t of the simple objects in W⊥
Loop on i = 1, . . . , t
We have dimensions α1, . . . ,αn+1−i of the simple objects of the current
category. For i = 1 the category is the whole of Mod(Q ).
Calculate the quiver Σi of the current category by means of Euler form
Expand dim Si as a linear combination of α1, . . . ,αn+1−i : the coeﬃcients
yield a dimension vector γi for Σi
Find the dimensions α1, . . . ,αn−i of the simple objects in the right
perpendicular category to γi for Σi
calculate new α1, . . . ,αn−i as the linear combinations of old
α1, . . . ,αn+1−i with coeﬃcients from α1, . . . ,αn−i
return α1, . . . ,αn−t .
The key idea of this clear algorithm is that we obtain the perpendicular category to W as a se-
quence of subcategories, where the next is obtained as the perpendicular category to a Schur root.
The algorithm for the left perpendicular category is similar, we only go from St to S1. 
The above theorem makes possible to introduce an operation ⊥ mapping a real (i.e., consisting
of real roots) perpendicular sequence α of t roots to real perpendicular sequences α⊥ and ⊥α of
n − t roots being the sequence of dimensions of simple objects in the right and left perpendicular
categories, respectively. The ﬁrst natural application of Algorithm 3.6 is given by the following inter-
pretation of the result from [9]:
Theorem 3.7. Let β be a prehomogeneous dimension vector and β = (β1, . . . , βt) be a perpendicular sequence
of the summands for the generic decomposition of β . For each member γi ∈ β⊥ pick a generic Ti ∈ R(Q , γi).
Then the determinantal semi-invariants cγi = cTi , i = 1, . . . ,n − t, constitute an algebraically independent
system of generators for k[R(Q , β)]SL(β) .
For any real perpendicular sequence α the sequence α⊥ is a real quiver Schur sequence, so if α is
not a quiver Schur sequence, then ⊥(α⊥) is different from α (cf. Corollary 3.10). Otherwise we have:
Proposition 3.8. If α is a real quiver Schur sequence, then α =⊥ (α⊥).
Proof. Denote α⊥ by β = (β1, . . . , βn−t) and ⊥β by γ = (γ1, . . . , γt). Each αi ∈ α has the property
αi ⊥ β j for each β j ∈ β , hence, αi decomposes as αi = ρ1i γ1 + · · · + ρti γt with non-negative integers
ρ1i , . . . , ρ
t
i . By [11, Proposition 13] the sequence ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρt) is a real quiver Schur sequence for
the quiver Σγ . Since this quiver has t vertices, we have ⊥ρ is empty and therefore, there are no semi-
invariants non-vanishing on the representation O corresponding to the decomposition ρ1 + · · · + ρt .
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other words, ρ1, . . . , ρt are the dimensions of simple representations, so α = γ up to order. 
Recall that the set of all locally semi-simple decompositions of a dimension vector β is the same
as the Luna GL(β)-stratiﬁcation of R(Q , β)//SL(β). For β prehomogeneous we are able to describe this
stratiﬁcation completely:
Theorem 3.9. Let β be a prehomogeneous dimension vector and β = (β1, . . . , βt) be a perpendicular sequence
of the summands for the generic decomposition of β .
1. There is a bijection of the Luna GL(β)-stratiﬁcation of R(Q , β)//SL(β) with the set of subsequences in
β⊥ = (γ1, . . . , γn−t)
γ ⊆ β⊥ → β =m1ρ1 + · · · +msρs, (ρ1, . . . , ρs) =⊥ γ , m1, . . . ,ms ∈ Z+.
2. The stratum corresponding to γ is {ξ ∈ R(Q , β)//SL(β) | cγi (ξ) = 0 ⇔ γi ∈ γ }.
3. This bijection preserves the order on the sets: if γ1 ⊆ γ2 , then the stratum corresponding to γ1 is contained
in the closure of that for γ2 .
Before proving the theorem we state an important
Corollary 3.10. The generic locally semi-simple decomposition of β is β = m1β ′1 + · · · + mtβ ′t , where
β ′ =⊥ β⊥ .
Proof of Theorem 3.9. 1. First of all we show that the map is well deﬁned, i.e., there is a unique
decomposition of β in ⊥γ and this decomposition is locally semi-simple. By deﬁnition of β⊥ we have
for each βi ∈ β and each γ j ∈ γ , βi ⊥ γ j . Then by deﬁnition of ⊥γ each βi is a Z+-linear combination
of elements of ⊥γ , hence, β is. This decomposition is locally semi-simple by Theorem 1.1 and is
unique, because ⊥γ is clearly linear independent. To prove that our correspondence is a bijection
we only need to check that each locally semi-simple decomposition β = p1ρ1 + · · · + psρs can be
obtained this way. First of all by Proposition 3.1 we may assume that ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρs) is a real quiver
Schur sequence. In particular, there is a unique representation V ⊆ R(Q , β) corresponding to this
decomposition, up to isomorphism. Then the sequence ρ⊥ is a subsequence in β⊥ . Indeed, each semi-
invariant that does not vanish on V does not vanish generically on R(Q , β) so each element of ρ⊥
is presented as a Z+-linear combination over β⊥ . Then ρ⊥ can be identiﬁed with the subsequence
{i ∈ {1, . . . ,n − t} | cγi (V ) = 0}. So we may set γ = ρ⊥ and recover ρ as ⊥γ by Proposition 3.8.
2. The locally semi-simple representations over the stratum corresponding to γ constitute one or-
bit GL(β)V , where V corresponds to the decomposition β =m1ρ1 + · · ·+msρs , ρ =⊥ γ . By deﬁnition
of ⊥γ , cγi (V ) = 0 for γi ∈ γ . For any j = 1, . . . ,n − t it follows from the properties of determinantal
semi-invariants that cγ j (V ) = 0 implies 〈ρi, γ j〉 = 0 for each i = 1, . . . , s. Since γ1, . . . , γn−t are linear
independent, the number of semi-invariants cγ j non-vanishing on V is less than or equal to the codi-
mension of the common kernel of the corresponding forms 〈·, γ j〉 on QQ 0 . Since ρ1, . . . , ρs are linear
independent and belong to that kernel, its codimension cannot be more than n − s, so cγ j (V ) = 0 for
γ j /∈ γ . Assertion 3 clearly follows from 2. 
Remark 3.2. This assertion is closely related with [3, Theorem 5.1] because quiver Schur sequences are
in bijection with the Luna GL(β)-strata by Proposition 3.1 and the subsequences in β⊥ are in bijection
with the faces of the cone R+Σ(Q , β), which is simplicial in this case.
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There are cases, where the only locally semi-simple representation in R(Q ,α) is the trivial semi-
simple one. We have a criterion for this, as follows:
Proposition 4.1. Let α = m1γ1 + · · · + mtγt be the generic decomposition with γi = γ j for i = j. Then
k[R(Q ,α)]SL(α) = k if and only if |Q 0| = t.
Proof. Assume that k[R(Q ,α)]SL(α) = k. By [1] this algebra is generated by determinantal semi-
invariants, in particular, there is W ∈ R(Q , δ) such that 0 ≡ cW ∈ k[R(Q ,α)]SL(α) , and moreover,
cW does not vanish on the summands of generic representation, in particular, 〈γi, δ〉 = 0, i = 1, . . . , t .
On the other hand, by Remark 4.6 and Corollary 4.12 from [3], γ1, . . . , γt are linear independent; since
these are contained in a proper Q-vector subspace of QQ 0 , we conclude t < |Q 0|.
Conversely, assume k[R(Q ,α)]SL(α) = k. Since SL(α) has no non-trivial characters and R(Q ,α) is
a vector space, this assumption is equivalent to SL(α) acting with a dense orbit on R(Q ,α), hence,
α being a prehomogeneous dimension vector. But (γ1, . . . , γt)⊥ must be empty because there are no
non-trivial semi-invariants. Then by Theorem 3.2, t = |Q 0|. 
Let α = m1β1 + · · · + mtβt be a locally semi-simple decomposition. For a root β consider the
β-piece of the decomposition, i.e., the sum of all summands being multiples of β . If β is real, then
R(Q , β) contains a unique isomorphism class of indecomposable representations so the β-piece is
just mβ with m arbitrary. If β is imaginary, and the β-piece is of the form mi1β + · · · +mikβ , we say
that β occurs k times with multiplicities mi1 , . . . ,mik .
Deﬁnition 4.2. We call a locally semi-simple decomposition almost loopless if the multiplicity of each
imaginary Schur root β is 1 and if qQ (β) < 0, then this root occurs one time.
Theorem 4.3. A locally semi-simple decomposition α = p1δ1 + · · · + psδs is generic if and only if it is almost
loopless, the local quiver Σδ has no oriented cycles except for the loops, and the number of different roots in δ
is equal to that for the generic decomposition of α.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 19] the multiplicities of imaginary roots in generic locally semi-simple de-
composition are equal to 1. Moreover, if qQ (β) < 0, then by [10, Theorem 3.7] nβ is again a Schur
root, so the generic locally semi-simple decomposition is almost loopless. By formula (7) the slice
representation corresponding to the decomposition is (GL(ρ), R(Σδ,ρ)) and the condition that the
decomposition is almost loopless implies that the loops of Σδ exist only at vertices with dimension 1.
By [11, Corollary 5] the decomposition is generic locally semi-simple if and only if k[R(Σδ,ρ)]SL(ρ)
is generated by the GL(ρ)-invariant submodule in R(Σδ,ρ), which is the sum of scalar endomor-
phisms corresponding to the loops of Σδ . Removing the loops of Σδ we deﬁne a quiver Σ such
that the GL(ρ)-modules R(Σδ,ρ) and R(Σ,ρ) only differ by an invariant factor, hence, the generic
and the generic locally semi-simple decompositions of ρ with respect to Σ are the same as for Σδ .
Thus the decomposition is generic locally semi-simple if and only if k[R(Σ,ρ)]SL(ρ) = k. If Σ has
oriented cycles, then the latter is false, in the opposite case by Proposition 4.1 the decomposition
is generic locally semi-simple if and only if the number of different roots in the generic decompo-
sition for R(Σ,ρ) (or, equivalently, for R(Σδ,ρ)) is equal to s. By [11, Proposition 14], the generic
decomposition of R(Q ,α) is the result of substituting δ1, . . . , δs instead the standard basis into the
generic decomposition of R(Σδ,ρ), so we are done for the case, where δ1, . . . , δs are distinct. Note
that, since the decomposition is almost loopless by assumption, equal summands δi1 = · · · = δik = δ
are isotropy roots, qQ (δ) = 0, with mip = ρip = 1 for p = 1, . . . ,k. So the above property of the generic
decomposition for R(Σδ,ρ) implies that it has summands ρ1, . . . , ρk such that ρ
p
iq
= δpq . Besides, the
decomposition α = p1δ1 + · · · + psδs is symmetric by i1, . . . , ik , hence so is the set ρ1, . . . , ρk . Thus
the summands ρ1, . . . , ρk yield equal dimension vectors for Q and this completes the proof. 
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in the generic locally semi-simple decomposition, then some (isotropic) root occurs k times in the
generic decomposition.
In what follows we will intensively use the following well-known fact.
Proposition 4.4. An exact sequence of homomorphisms 0 → U → V → W → 0 for representations of Q
yields for any representation X exact sequences:
0 → Hom(W , X) → Hom(V , X) → Hom(U , X)
→ Ext(W , X) → Ext(V , X) → Ext(U , X) → 0, (9)
0 → Hom(X,U ) → Hom(X, V ) → Hom(X,W )
→ Ext(X,U ) → Ext(X, V ) → Ext(X,W ) → 0. (10)
Our idea of algorithm for generic locally semi-simple decomposition for a dimension vector α
is similar to that for generic decomposition from [2]. That algorithm works with perpendicular se-
quences and glues and permutes two items each time there is a non-trivial extension between them.
We proceed as follows: starting from the generic decomposition, we transform it into the generic
locally semi-simple one by slightly splitting summands by each other on the fact of non-trivial ho-
momorphism. More precisely, we do it only when at least one of the items is imaginary, for the
homomorphisms between real summands we apply Corollary 3.10. The most simple step of this pro-
cedure is: having Schur roots α, β with α ⊥ β,ext(β,α) = 0 but hom(β,α) = 0, we “factorize” the
imaginary root by the real one to get an imaginary Schur root with trivial homomorphism spaces
with the real root:
Proposition 4.5. Let α and β be Schur roots such that ext(α,β) = 0 = ext(β,α).
1. If both α and β are imaginary, then hom(α,β) = 0 = hom(β,α).
2. In any case either hom(α,β) = 0 or hom(β,α) = 0.
3. Assume that hom(α,β) = 0,dimhom(β,α) = p > 0.
A: If α is imaginary, then for generic A ∈ R(Q ,α), B ∈ R(Q , β) there is an exact sequence of ho-
momorphisms: 0 → pB → A → C → 0, C is Schurian, qQ (dimC) = qQ (α), Hom(C, B) = 0,
Hom(B,C) = 0, Ext(B,C) = 0.
B: If β is imaginary, then for generic A ∈ R(Q ,α), B ∈ R(Q , β) there is an exact sequence of ho-
momorphisms: 0 → C → B → pA → 0, C is Schurian, qQ (dimC) = qQ (β), Hom(A,C) = 0,
Hom(C, A) = 0, Ext(C, A) = 0.
Moreover, in both cases A, B, if γ ⊥ α and γ ⊥ β , then γ ⊥ dimC ; if α ⊥ γ and β ⊥ γ , then dimC ⊥ γ .
Proof. Assertions 1 and 2 follow from Theorems 4.1 and 2.4 of [10], respectively. We prove 3A the
proof for 3B being similar. Consider the decomposition ρ = α + β; the conditions ext(α,β) = 0 =
ext(β,α) imply that this is a generic one. Then by Theorem 4.3 the generic locally semi-simple de-
composition of ρ has two summands, ρ =m1γ +m2δ and moreover, by Remark 4.1, if γ is imaginary,
then m1 = 1 and the same for δ. We want to ﬁnd this decomposition and its local quiver Σ .
Assume that both summands γ , δ are imaginary. Then, either Σ does not have arrows different
from loops, hence ρ = γ + δ is the generic decomposition, which is impossible because it is different
from ρ = α + β . Or Σ does have arrows, but does not have oriented cycles by Theorem 4.3. Then,
by [2, Corollary 12] ρ = γ + δ is itself a Schur root, a contradiction with the generic decomposition
ρ = α + β .
Assume that both γ , δ are real. Then the generic locally semi-simple representations in
R(Q ,ρ) constitute one GL(ρ)-orbit, hence, GL(ρ) acts with a dense orbit on R(Q ,ρ)//SL(ρ) and
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generic decomposition ρ = α + β .
So the decomposition has the form ρ = aγ + δ, where δ is an imaginary Schur root and γ is real.
As above, Σ has r > 0 arrows of the same orientation between two vertices and besides 1 − qQ (δ)
loops at the vertex corresponding to δ. Consider the generic decomposition of (a,1) on Σ , it must
have a form (a,1) = (a − q)(1,0) + (q,1), q > 0. One can easily calculate the values of the Euler
form: 〈(q,1), (1,0)〉Σ and 〈(1,0), (q,1)〉Σ are equal q and q − r up to transposition. By [11, Propo-
sitions 14, 15] these values are equal to 〈α,β〉Q and 〈β,α〉Q , which are 0 and p. So we have,
q = r = p, and β = (1,0) = γ , α = (p,1) = pγ + δ. Finally, the generic locally semi-simple decom-
position of ρ is ρ = (p + 1)β + α − pβ . In particular, α − pβ is a Schur root, hom(β,α − pβ) = 0,
and 〈β,α − pβ〉 = 〈β,α〉 − pqQ (β) = 0, so β ⊥ α − pβ . Hence, by [10, Theorem 3.3] generic rep-
resentation of dimension α has a subrepresentation of dimension pβ , so isomorphic to pB be-
cause generic. Thus we have the claimed exact sequence. Write: qQ (α − pβ) = 〈α − pβ,α − pβ〉 =
qQ (α) + p2 − p(〈α,β〉 + 〈β,α〉) = qQ (α).
The rest of the assertion will be deduced from formulae (9), (10) for U = pB, V = A,W = C . Since
Ext(V ,U ) = 0 and Hom(V ,U ) = 0, (10) with X = V yields Hom(V ,W ) ∼= Hom(V , V ) = k. Then (9)
with X = W yields Hom(W ,W ) = k, so C is Schurian. Next, Hom(V ,U ) = 0 and (9) with X = U yield
Hom(W ,U ) = 0, hence, Hom(C, B) = 0. Finally, apply (10) with X = U and note that Ext(U , V ) = 0
by assumption, Ext(U ,U ) = 0 because β is real, Hom(U ,U ) ∼= Hom(U , V ) ∼= kp2 ; then Ext(U ,W ) and
Hom(U ,W ) vanish. That dimC is perpendicular to any dimension vector γ , which is perpendicular
to α and β follows directly from formulae (9), (10) with X being generic representation of dimen-
sion γ ; with such a choice of X four members in the exact sequence vanish, hence all six vanish. 
Deﬁnition 4.6. Assume that α, β are the subsequent members of a decomposition. If α, β meet the
conditions of Proposition 4.5.3A (resp. Proposition 4.5.3B), we call the replacement of α, β by β ,
α − pβ (resp. β − pα, α) pushing α to the right (resp. pushing β to the left). This operation also includes
the obvious recalculation of multiplicities on the decomposition. We also may apply both terms to
the transposition of the members α, β (even when both are real) such that α ⊥ β and β ⊥ α.
Now we present our algorithm for the generic locally semi-simple decomposition of a dimension
vector α with a given generic decomposition α =m1γ1 + · · · +mtγt such that γ is a Schur sequence.
Recall that the decomposition of this sort is the result of the algorithm from [2].
Algorithm 4.7.
input: a quiver Q with n vertices and without oriented cycles,
a Schur sequence (γ1, . . . , γt) of the summands
for the generic decomposition, multiplicities (m1, . . . ,mt)
output: a quiver Schur sequence (α1, . . . ,αt) of the summands
for the generic locally semi-simple decomposition,
multiplicities (p1, . . . , pt)
>> First stage:
for i = 2, . . . , t
Set j = i
while γ j is imaginary and γ j−1 is real
push γ j to the left and j = j − 1
>> Result of the ﬁrst stage: ﬁrst s t members of γ are imaginary,
>> last t − s are real.
>> Second stage:
Replace the subsequence γ ′ = (γs+1, . . . , γt) by ⊥γ ′⊥
>> Result of the second stage: hom(γi, γ j) = 0 for i, j > s
>> Third stage:
while there is 1 i < j  t with 〈γ j, γi〉 > 0
guarantee that the segment [i, j] is minimal with such a property
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push γi to the right
>> Result of the third stage: the sequence γ is now a quiver Schur sequence.
return the current γ1, . . . , γt and (m1, . . . ,mt).
Now we are going to prove the algorithm.
Proposition 4.8. During the ﬁrst stage of the algorithm the sequence γ remains perpendicular and each time
when γ j is imaginary and γq is real ext(γ j, γq) = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 the sequence γ remains perpendicular after pushing γ j to the left pro-
vided γ was perpendicular before it. We need to prove additionally that C in the exact sequence
from Proposition 4.5.3B has the property Ext(C, D) = 0 for D being generic representation of dimen-
sion γq , q < j, provided γq is real. When we start pushing to the left this γ j the property holds,
because real roots do not change within the ﬁrst stage. On each push of γ j we have Ext(B, D) = 0 by
induction, so applying (9), we get Ext(C, D) = 0. 
Proposition 4.9. After the ﬁrst stage we have γi ⊥ γ j for 1 i = j  s.
Proof. Assume that i < j. Then γi ⊥ γ j follows from the previous proposition and hom(γ j, γi) = 0
follows from [10, Theorem 4.1], because both γi and γ j are imaginary. Assume that ext(γ j, γi) > 0.
Then we can apply the algorithm for generic decomposition from [2] to the perpendicular sequence γ .
From that algorithm follows that in such a situation we can glue together γi and γ j and get a perpen-
dicular sequence with t−1 members and, continuing the algorithm, we get the generic decomposition
with less than t members. Contradiction. 
Proposition 4.10. After the second stage of the algorithm the sequence γ remains orthogonal and
hom(γi, γ j) > 0 implies i > s, j  s.
Proof. Before the second stage γ consists of two segments, (γ1, . . . , γs) and γ ′ = (γs+1, . . . , γt). Both
segments are orthogonal sequences with trivial Ext spaces, the ﬁrst segment by the previous propo-
sition and γ ′ because it is a subsequence in the original γ . Consider two dimension vectors ρ1, ρ2
being the linear combinations of the two segments with the multiplicities. The fact that γ is orthog-
onal is equivalent to ρ1 ⊥ ρ2, that is, generic representation R1 of dimension ρ1 is perpendicular
to that in dimension ρ2. The second stage consists in replacing the generic decomposition for ρ2
by the generic locally semi-simple one. Therefore γ remains orthogonal because R1 is perpendicular
to generic locally semi-simple representation of dimension ρ2 otherwise the determinantal semi-
invariant deﬁned by R1 vanishes on R(Q ,ρ2). The fact about Hom-spaces follows from the previous
proposition and the feature of generic locally semi-simple decompositions. 
The third stage of the algorithm is based on the following
Lemma 4.11. If α, β , γ is a perpendicular sequence of Schur roots such that α is imaginary and
hom(γ ,α) > 0, then ext(γ ,β) = 0.
Proof. Assume ext(γ ,β) > 0. Pick generic representations U ∈ R(Q ,α), V ∈ R(Q , β), W ∈ R(Q , γ )
and consider a non-split exact sequence 0 → V → X p−→ W → 0. Then X is Schurian (see the
proof of [3, Corollary 12]) and U ⊥ V , U ⊥ W together with (10) imply U ⊥ X . By [10, Theo-
rem 4.1], hom(γ ,α) > 0 implies ext(γ ,α) = 0, so we may apply Proposition 4.5 and, since α is
imaginary, we get γ is real and we are in the case 4.5.3A. In particular, any non-trivial homomor-
phism h ∈ Hom(W ,U ) is not surjective. Then the composition hp ∈ Hom(X,U ) is also non-trivial,
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age of V so hp is neither injective nor surjective. This contradicts to [10, Lemma 2.3], because X is
Schurian and Ext(U , X) = 0. 
Proposition 4.12. During the third stage of the algorithm assume 〈γ j, γi〉 > 0:
1. If [i, j] is minimal with the property and γi is imaginary, then we have 〈γ j, γk〉 = 0 for i < k < j.
2. γ j is real and γi is imaginary.
3. The third stage of the algorithm ﬁnishes after ﬁnitely many steps.
Proof. First of all, for any i < j holds ext(γi, γ j) = 0 and by [10, Theorem 4.1] either ext(γ j, γi) = 0
or hom(γ j, γi) = 0, and the latter is the case if both γi and γ j are imaginary. So either 〈γ j, γi〉 < 0
and in this case ext(γ j, γi) > 0 and hom(γ j, γi) = 0, or 〈γ j, γi〉 > 0 and in this case ext(γ j, γi) = 0
and hom(γ j, γi) > 0, or else 〈γ j, γi〉 = 0 and in this case ext(γ j, γi) = 0 = hom(γ j, γi).
1. Applying Lemma 4.11 to the sequence γi , γk , γ j , i < k < j, we get ext(γ j, γk) = 0. So we have
〈γ j, γk〉 0 and 〈γ j, γk〉 > 0 contradicts to the minimality of [i, j].
2. In the third stage we do not change the real roots, only permute them, hence, exactly one of γi
and γ j is imaginary. We prove that γ j is real and γi is imaginary applying induction. At the beginning
each imaginary is to the left of each real. Then we apply the step of the third type to a minimal
segment [i′, j′] and have γi′ imaginary by induction. Then by 1 γ j′ is perpendicular from both sides
to γk , i′ < k < j′ , so the property remains true for all pairs containing γ j′ . As for the imaginary root
being the result of pushing γi′ to the right, it is given by Proposition 4.5.3A for α = γi′ , β = γ j′ and
we have the exact sequence 0→ pB → A → C → 0 from Proposition 4.5.3A. Taking X to be a generic
representation of dimension γl , l < i′ , we have Hom(A, X) = 0, because 〈γi′ , γl〉  0 by induction.
Then by (9), Hom(C, X) = 0, so hom(γi′ − pγ j′ , γl) = 0, hence, 〈γi′ − pγ j′ , γl〉  0 and the property
remains true.
3. Each step of the stage decreases the total dimension of an imaginary member of γ so we cannot
do it inﬁnitely many times. 
Theorem 4.13. Algorithm 4.7 yields the generic locally semi-simple decomposition.
Proof. The above propositions convinced us that after ﬁnitely many steps we obtain a decomposition
with γ being a perpendicular sequence of Schur roots such that hom(γi, γ j) = 0 if i = j. We also
claim that this is a Schur sequence, that is, γi ◦ γ j = 1 for i < j. Indeed this was true for the starting
sequence and by [3, Lemma 4.2] this needs to be checked only for γi and γ j being imaginary. We now
show that the property is preserved by any pushing of the imaginary root. So assume that γi and γ j
are imaginary γk is real, i < k and we replace γ j by γ j − pγk . Then the vector space of the semi-
invariants on R(Q , γi) with the weight −〈·, γ j − pγk〉 is embedded to that of the weight −〈·, γ j〉 by
multiplying with a semi-invariant of the weight −〈·, pγk〉. So γi ◦γ j − pγk > 1 would imply γi ◦γ j > 1.
A similar argument works for pushing γi so we proved that the output of the algorithm is a quiver
Schur sequence. Hence, by Theorem 2.6 the resulting decomposition is locally semi-simple and by
Theorem 4.3 this is the generic locally semi-simple decomposition. 
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